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Abstract 
The necessity that test sequences are automatically generated from a protocol spec
ification for the purpose of testing data Bow in the implementation has been empha
sized because the cost of the most existing data part testing strategies is prohibitively 
high. However, existing automatic test generation methods based on single-module 
structure are not applicable to real protocol having multi-module one. In this pa
per, we propose a method which transforms multi-module model into an equivalent 
single-module. Since the proposed method uses the reachability analysis technique, 
it can minimize semantic loss of the specification during the transformation process. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Correct implementation of the protocol and the interoperability of the heteroge
neous system have been emphasized as computer communication is widely used. 
Protocol conformance testing is carried out to check the conformance of a proto
col implementation under test(IUT) to the protocol specification that it implements. 
Conformance to a communication protocol or service is considered to be prerequisite 
for the correct interoperability of open system. 

In conformance testing, tester cannot observe or control the insides of the IUT 
and testing is done by applying test cases to the IUT and observing the output 
from it. Thus, test coverage is determined by the test cases and they should test 
most part of the protocol. Recently, necessity of generating test cases automatically 
has been emphasized due to the complexity of the communication protocols and a 
large amount of automatic test case generation methods have been proposed(Lee 
and Lee 1991)(Chanson and Zhu 1993)(Li et al. 1994)(Chin et al. 1997). 

From a given protocol specification written in formal description techniques(FDTs) 
such as Estelle(ISO 1989a), LOTOS(ISO 1989b), and SDL(ITU-T 1993), finite state 
machine(FSM) or extended FSM(EFSM) model is obtained. Then, test cases are 
generated based on this FSM model to test control flow of the protocol or on EFSM 
model to test both control and data flow of the protocol. 

Early work on test case generation has been based on a single-module FSM or 
EFSM model. However, most protocols have multi-module structure and existing 
test case generation methods are not applicable to these protocols. Therefore, trans
formation of the multi-module structure into an equivalent single-module is required. 
In this paper, we propose a method to obtain a single-module from multi-module 
protocol using reachability analysis technique. Since the proposed method simulates 
the behaviour of the protocol, semantic loss of the protocol during the transforma
tion process can be minimized. 

Section 2 presents related work and the outline of this work. In section 3, pre
liminaries necessary for the proposed method and the transformation algorithm are 
presented. Section 4 contains empirical results and section 5 discusses test case gen
eration methods from EFSM model. Finally section 6 concludes this paper. 

2 RELATED WORK 

Conformance testing is done by applying proper input to the IUT and observing the 
output from it. In other words, disregarding the internal structure of the implemen
tation, testing follows black box test which is carried out just at the interface. It can 
be divided into two categories; control part testing and data part testing. Control 
part testing is to test the control flow of the protocol based on FSM model to exam
ine that transitions of the FSM are implemented correctly; to check whether there 
exist transition errors which are errors in the output function and transfer errors 
which are the case when next state is not the one expected after transition. Data part 
testing is to test the data flow of the protocol based on EFSM model. Test sequences 
are generated referring to data flow graph, and methods to generate test sequences 
are divided into two categories; using functional program test technique(Sarikaya et 
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al. 1987) and using data flow analysis technique(Ural and Yang 1991)(Miller and 
Paul 1992)(Chanson and Zhu 1993)(Ramalingom et al. 1996). 

In general, implementing environment, even though for the same protocol, may 
be different case by case. For this reason, most specifications do not fully describe 
functions of some procedures, which are implemented to be suitable to different en
vironments. However, in the case that a function of a procedure is not described, 
this procedure could not be tested and data flow testing is also meaningless. There
fore, the minimum features to be implemented in a procedure should be described in 
the specification and tester must check the minimum items which are general to all 
environments. In this paper, protocol specification is assumed to be full specification 
where every part of the protocol is described. 

During the testing process the entire protocol becomes an IUT, which is regarded 
as a black box. Since most protocols consist of multi-module, test sequences that 
are capable of testing multi-module should be generated. However, existing test 
sequence generation methods are for either single-FSM or single-EFSM so that gen
erated test sequences are for single-module. Therefore, we must transform the given 
protocol model into an equivalent single-module to generate test sequences. A test 
architecture for a multi-module IUT is given in Figure I{Linn 1990}. 

Test 
Coordination 
Procedures 

(Nb-1)-ASPs 

Figure 1 Test architecture for a multi-module IUT. 

In Figure 1, messages given to or received from the IUT are called ASPs(Abstract 
Service Primitives). Tester cannot observe or control the interactions between MA 
and MB, and these interactions are called internal interactions. Interactions between 
MA or MB and the outside of the IUT are called external interactions which can be 
observed apd controlled by the tester. 

In (Sarikaya and Bochmann 1986), a single-module is obtained by textual re
placement where internal communication is eliminated. For example, assume that 
an output interaction is transmitted to module MB in a transition ti of module MA 
through internal channel invisible from the outside, and is received in a transition 
tj of MB. In this case, internal communication can be removed by substituting the 
output part of ti with the action part of tj. At the same time, the conditional state
ment of ti should be properly modified according to the conditional statement in 
tj. 
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In Estelle, firable condition of a transition is determined com plicately. In the case 
that the protocol has hierarchical structure, by the parent/children priority princi
ple, whether a transition in a child module can be fired depends on the firable tran
sition in the parent module even though input interaction and conditional statement 
are satisfied(Dembinski and Budcowski 1989). However, with the method proposed 
in (Sarikaya and Bochmann 1986), it is difficult to consider this situation and there 
may occur some semantic loss during the transformation process. 

In this paper, a method is proposed that simulates the behaviour of the protocol 
to obtain a single-module. This method adapts reachability analysis technique(West 
1978) and a single-module structure is obtained as a result by simulating the be
haviour of the protocol for all given external inputs. We assume that parameter 
values are considered when test sequences are generated. Therefore, we do not con
sider the parameter values of the external input during the transformation process 
and generated model includes all the possible cases according to the parameter val
ues. Since the proposed method uses simulation, it can fully represent the behaviour 
of the protocol. It is assumed that non-determinism that makes the behaviour of 
the protocol complicated does not exist or can be eliminated by the tester(Lee and 
Lee 1991). 

3 THE PROPOSED METHOD 

3.1 Protocol Modelling 

In Formal Methods in Conformance Testing(FMCT), a module of a protocol is 
modelled by an Input-Output State Machine(IOSM)(ISO 1995). IOSM is a 4-tuple 
M =< S, L, T, 80 > where S is a non empty finite set of states, L is a non empty 
finite set of interactions, T ~ S x « {?, !} xL) U {T}) X S is transition relation, and 80 

is the initial state of IOSM. Each element of transition relation T corresponds to a 
transition and has observable action such as input(?a) and output(!a), and internal 
action T. 

IOSM represents a protocol as an observable-based machine. However, it is not 
suitable to the automation of test case generation for data part testing based on for
mal model testing because the internal action T is defined abstractly. Furthermore, 
it is difficult to identify which module is the destination when a module communi
cates with a lot of modules. In this paper, we introduce a communicating EFSM 
where the action block is simplified and interaction points are clearly defined. An 
interaction point is an interface of the communication. 

Definition 1 Communicating ESFM model is a 9-tuple M =< Q, qo, I, 0, V, P, 
A, 6, IP> where 

- Q is a non empty finite set of states; 
- qo E Q is the initial state of M j 
- I is a non empty finite set of input interactions; 
- 0 is a non empty finite set of output interactions; 
- V is a set of variables; 
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- P is a set of parameters; 
- A is a set of actions; 
- 0 is a transition relation 0 : Q x A ---+ Q; 
- I P is a non empty finite set of interaction points. 

Each element of an action set A is a 4-tuple (input, predicate, output, 
compute.block). input, output are 3-tuple (ipI, i, Pi), (ip2, 0, Po), respectively, 
where iPI, iP2 E IP, i E I, 0 E 0, pi, po E P. predicate is a Pascal-like predicate 
expressed in terms of the variables and parameters. compute.block is a computation 
block which consists of linear functions f : V x P ---+ V x P. 

Note that input, output interactions and interaction points are defined in the 
action block of the CEFSM model. When a module communicates with a lot of 
modules, we can clearly identify which CEFSM is concerned with current com
munication due to the interaction points. Also note that the computation block is 
composed of linear equations to expedite the automation of test case generation and 
constraint solving. compute.block can be simplified using existing methods(Sarikaya 
and Bochmann 1986)(Miller and Paul 1992). In order to model hierarchical struc
ture, CEFSM can be extended to lO-tuple by adding a property ParentM that 
represents the parent module of it. 

A communicating system is a set of communicating EFSMs exchanging messages 
through FIFO(First In First Out) channels. In most cases, communicating system 
is made up of more than two communicating machines. In this paper, however, we 
will use only communicating systems composed of two communicating machines. It 
can be easily extended to general systems. 

Definition 2 Communicating system is a 4-tuple S =< GMI, GM2, G12, G21 > 
where 

- GMi =< Qi, qOi, Ii, ai, Vi, Pi, Ai, Oi, IPi >, i = 1,2 is CEFSM model; 
- Gij, 1 :5 i 1: j :5 2 is FIFO channel connecting interaction point iPi and ipj, 

where iPi E IPi, ipj E IPj. 

The set Mij is a set of messages from G Mi to G Mj and messages contained in a 
channel Gij are represented as Cij E (Mij)*. Cij is the output message of G Mi and 
the input message of G Mj at the same time. As an example, when G Mi sends a 
message Cij = outputi = (ipi, Oi, Poi) to GMj, GMj receives this messsage Cij as 
an inputj = (ipj, ij, Pij), where ij = Oi, Pij = poi. 

The model obtained from communicating system through the transformation is 
called a global model. Global model is a directed graph G = (V, E) where V is a 
set of global states and E corresponds to a set of global transitions. Global state 
and global transition are defined as follows. 

Definition 3 A global state of a global model is a 2-tuple 9 =< ql, q2 > where 
qi E Qi is the current state of GMi. 

Definition 4 A global transition of a global model is a pair t = (i, a) where a E Ai. 
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A global transition t = (i, a) is said to be firable in 9 =< ql, q2 > if and only if 
the following two conditions are satisfied where a = (input, predicate, output, 
compute..block) and C12, C21 are messages contained in channel 012, 021, respectively. 

• a transition relation 8i (qi, a) is defined. 
• input = f and predicate = True or 

input = a and Cji = aw, w E (Mji)* and predicate = True. 

After the global transition t is fired, the system goes to global state g' =< q~, q~ > 
and messages contained in each channel are C~2' C~1 where 

• q~ = 8i(qi, a), qj = qj. 
• if input = f and output = f, then C~2 = Cl2, C~1 = C21 

if input = f and output = b = (ipi, Oi, Po;), then C~j = cijb, cli = Cji 
if input f. f and output = f, then C~j = Cij, cli = w 
if input f. f and output = b = (ipi, Oi, Poi), then C~j = cijb, cli = w. 

A global model corresponds to an EFSM model. Therefore, we can get a single
EFSM from communicating multi-EFSM through the transformation of communi
cating system into global model. 

3.2 Transformation Algorithm 

Assume that a protocol is represented as in Figure 2. If module MA and MB are 
entities in (N)-layer, user A and user B are (N+l)-entities. Protocol specification 
written in formal method describes all the entities user A, user B, MA, MB, and 
transmission media. Each entity is a module or can be composed of multi-module 
as in Figure 2. 

User A UserB 

MA MB 

~ 

MAl 
MA2 I MBI I ~I- -

MAll MA12 
H ~ I M82 I '--- - ...... ..--

transmission media 

Figure 2 Protocol having hierarchical structure. 
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In order to test this protocol, IUT should be selected at first. In most cases, a 
protocol is designed to operate in at least one layer. Since the target of the testing 
is the implementation, minimum size of the IUT is the {N)-entity, MA or MB. Each 
of user A, user B, and transmission media can also be an IUT. An IUT may extend 
to more than one layer and MA combined with transmission media can also be an 
IUT. In protocol specification, however, only definitions of interactions and simple 
functions to exchange interactions with other layers are defined for user A, user B, 
and transmission media. Therefore, we can assume that all the substantial functions 
of the protocol are in {N)-layer and it is sufficient to test only (N)-entity. 

After selecting the module MA as an IUT, we simulate the behaviour of the module 
MA including all the child modules. During the simulation dynamic changing of the 
protocol structure may cause the size of the global model to get very large, so 
reduction of the size is needed. In this paper, we restrict the scope to the protocol 
that does not change its internal structure dynamically after initialization. 

(Chun 1991) proposed a method that combines all modules one after another to 
generate a single-module. For example, the peer module MAll and MAl2 are com
bined using reachability analysis and single-module MAll + MAl2 is obtained at first 
stage. In the second stage, parent module MAl and the child module MAll + MAl2 

are combined, and then module MAl + MAll + MAl2 is generated. After repeating 
this procedure, all modules are combined and finally a single-module is obtained. 

This method cannot fully reflect the behaviour of the protocol as in (Sarikaya and 
Bochmann 1986). As we have mentioned in section 2, the action of the child module 
can be affected by the parent module. However, if modules are combined one after 
another, it is difficult to consider this situation and the behaviour of the generated 
single-module may not be same to that of the protocol. In our method, actions of 
all the modules are simulated simultaneously so that the semantic loss during the 
transformation process can be minimized. 

The obtained global model through the transformation should include all the 
behaviour of the communicating system and produce the same output for a given 
input. All the possible inputs are given to the protocol and reachability analysis 
technique is used to simulate the behaviour of the protocol. Simulation begins at 
the initial global state of the protocol*. For a given global state, we give all the 
possible external inputs to the protocol and check whether each transition is firable. 
Since we have assumed that the external input parameter values are determined 
during the test case generation, the value of the predicate that depends only on the 
external parameter is always True. For a firable transition, a directed edge from the 
current global state to the next global state is generated where the action block of 
the edge is same to that of the transition. 

When all the external inputs are considered for the initial global state, the next 
global states moved from the initial state are taken into account. For each next global 
state, we check if there exist firable transitions. In this stage, we must consider the 
messages contained in the internal channel. Assume that there exists a message Cji 

in the internal channel Cji and a firable transition that receives the message Cji as 
an input also exists. We can assume that the time required to process the internal 
interactions in a module is much shorter than the time interval between the external 
events because external events can be controlled by the tester. Then, there's no need 

• Communicating system is initialized by the tester to consider the dynamic configuration of 
the protocol. More than one global states can be generated during the initialization phase. 
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to consider the external inputs and only transitions that receive no input or internal 
input are firable. 

In the proposed method, messages in the channel are not contained in the global 
state and they only affect the fir able condition of the transitions. This is the main 
difference with the reachability analysis technique where messages in the channel 
are containd in the global state. Essentially, the proposed method aims at obtaining 
a single-EFSM, not single-FSM. We just provide all the possible behaviour of the 
protocol and do not consider concrete values of the external parameters. Thus, state 
explosion that is the critical problem in verification technique where new states are 
generated for all input values does not occur, and the number of the generated global 
states is always finite. Transformation is completed when there is no global state to 
check. Algorithm for the transformation is as follows. 

Algorithm 

• Input: Communicating system S 
• Output: Global model G=(V, E) 

begin 
initialize S 
/'" Communicating system S is initialized by the tester. Dynamic configuration 

of S is considered, and then some global states and edges are generated. '" / 
for all generated global states gle and edges ele do 

begin 
V = V U {gle} 
E = E U {ele} 
end 

Vcu R = V /'" global states to visit in current step '" / 
VNEXT = 0 /'" global states to visit in the next step "'/ 
while (Vcu R "I 0) do 

begin 
for all global states 9 E Vcu R do 

for all transitions t defined in 9 do 
begin 
if (firable transition ti by null input exists) 
/'" if at least one transition is firable withou.t input, there's 

no need to consider any input. '" / 
for all transitions ti 

Process_ This_ Transition( ti) 
else if (firable transition ti by internal event exists) 
/'" if at least one transition is firable by internal event, 

there's no need to consider any external input. '" / 
for all transitions ti 

Process_ This_ Transition( ti) 
else 
/'" all external inpu.ts are considered. '" / 

for all transitions ti firable by external event 
Process_This_Transition(ti) 
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end 
VCUR = VNEXT 

VNEXT = 0 
end 

end 

/* Process_This_TransitionO decides whether this transition can be a new 
global edge. * / 

Process_ This_ Transition( t) 
begin 

Create an edge e labelled by t. 
if (e ¢ E) 

begin 
E=EU{e} 
if (next global state g' ¢ V) 

begin 
V = V U {g/} /* new global state */ 
VNEXT = VNEXT U {g/} 
end 

else 
VNEXT = VNEXT U {g/} 

end 
else 

discard e /* visited edge * / 
end 

/* existing global state * / 

In (Chun 1991), global states having queue contents are divided into three cate
gories; stable state, unstable state, and transient state. 

- stable state: a state having no firable transition or no message in the internal 
queue 

- unstable state: a state having firable transitions by internal events 
- transient state: a state having firable transitions without any input 

Tester cannot control the behaviour of the protocol in unstable and transient state. 
So, removing these states makes no difference to the behaviour of the protocol when 
we observe it from the outside. Since the global state in the proposed model does 
not include the queue contents, global states should be classified in different way. 

• If there exists a firable transition without any input, this state is a transient 
state. 

• If a state is not a transient state and there exists at least one firable transition 
that makes the system go to this state without giving any output to internal 
channel, this state is a stable state. 

• If a state is not a transient state and there exists at least one firable transition 
by internal event, this state is an unstable state. 
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A global state may have properties of both stable and unstable state, and the re
moval of unstable state does not mean the removal of the global state. Unstable state 
can be removed by combining two transitions that communicate through internal 
channel, and this global state can be removed if it doesn't have the property of sta
ble state. We can combine two transitions using symbolic execution technique(Clark 
and Richardson 1985). 

4 EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

In this paper, we have applied the proposed method to the Class 0 transport proto
col(TPO). Modular structure of the TPO is shown in Figure 3. 

User 1 User 2 

TCEP TCEP 

Network Layer 

Figure 3 Modular structure of the TPO. 

In Figure 3, module Parent initializes and releases the module TC, NC and internal 
channels, and delivers interactions that were sent from TC or NC to the external 
modules. TC makes TPDU(Transport Protocol Data Unit) for each input primitive 
and NC makes NSDU(Network Service Data Unit) for each TPDU to communicate 
with network layer. 

As the target protocol of the testing is transport protocol, the IUT is module 
Parent, and three modules, Parent, TC, and NC should be combined to generate 
test sequences. In TPO, module Parent changes the dynamic configuration of the 
structure, so this should be excluded in the transformation process. However, Parent 
is in charge of establishment and release of the connection, so we will include this 
module partially to test the overall flow of the protocol. After the connection is 
established, we restrict the function of the module Parent to delivering interactions 
between module TC, NC and external modules. Then, TCEP of TC and NCEP of 
NC become the external interaction points where tester can observe or control the 
interactions 

Transformation process is divided into two steps. First, we simulate the behaviour 
of the protocol and the global model is generated. At this time, communication is 
classified into internal one and external one. In the case of TPO, TCEP and NCEP 
are external interaction points and TCJ:P, NCJ:P are internal interaction points. 
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When TC receives disconnection request from the upper layer, TC makes a TPDU 
containing this information and sends it to NC. NC receives this TPDU and sends 
it to the lower layer after encoding it. In this process, communication between TC 
and NC is an internal communication that tester cannot observe or control. Figure 
4 shows this procedure. 

<TCmodule> 

(1) 
? TCEP.TOIS_REO 
BUILD_TCC(TC_DREF, PDU_SEND); 
I TCJP.TPDU(PDU_SENO) 

~ 
Figure 4 Internal communication in TPO. 

<NCmodule> 

(2) 
? NC_IP.TPDU 
ENCODE(DT, PDU); 
I NCEP.NDT_REQ(DT) 

Assume that TC, NC are in WFTRESP, OPEN state, respectively, and there's 
no message in the internal channel connecting TCJP and NCJP. The global state 
of this system is then, (WFTRESP, OPEN) and three transitions (1), (2), and (3) 
are related to this state. Since there's no message in the internal channel, transition 
(1), (3) are firable and global transitions labelled (1), (3) are generated. However, 
we will consider just transition (1) to simplify the explanation. At first, transition 
(1) is fired and global transition labelled (1) is generated. After the transition (1) is 
fired, the system goes to the global state (WFND, OPEN) and the message TPDU 
exists in the internal channel. Although two transitions, (2) and (3) are concerned 
with this state, only transition (2) is firable because (2) receives internal input while 
(3) receives external one. After the transition (2) is fired, the internal channel is 
emptied and the transition (3) becomes firable. Generated global model from Figure 
4 is shown in Figure 5(a). 

< With Unstable State> 

? TCEP.TDtS_REQ 
BUM..D_ TCC(TC_DREF, PDU_SEHD); 
I TC_IP.TPDU(PDU_SENO) 

? NCEP.ND.UND 
I NC_IP.NDIS_IND 
NC_RELEASE...REQ :_ TRUE: 

f 
(a) 

< Without Unstable State> 

ERESP,? 

(1)"(2) 
? TCEP.TDIS_REQ 
BUlLD_TCC(TC_DREF, POU_SEND): 
ENCODE(DT, PDlUSEND); 
I NCEP.NDT_AEOCDT) 

b 
(3)~ 

? NCEP.fCMS_1ND 
I NC_IP.tDSdND 
NC_RELEASE_REO :_l1U.!E: 

(b) 

Figure 5 Global model with unstable state and without unstable state. 
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As a second step, transient states and unstable states are eliminated. In the 
(WFND, OPEN) state in Figure 5(a), transition (2) is firable by internal event 
and there's a transition that makes the system go to (WFND, OPEN) state with
out giving any internal event. Thus, (WFND, OPEN) state has the properties of 
both stable and unstable state. Unstable property of the state (WFND, OPEN) can 
be removed by combining two transitions, (1) and (2) which communicate through 
internal channel. Figure 5(b) shows the result after combining two transitions. 

When there's no global state to consider, transformation ends and finally we 
can get the global model of the communicating system. Figure 6 shows the global 
model of TPO. In this figure, dotted line represents the dynamic changing of the 
protocol structure that should be processed manually. It is important to note that 
4_1,5_1, and 6..2 states are unremoved unstable states or transient states due to the 
specification where some part of the protocol are not described. The action blocks 
of the transitions are available in (Hwang 1997) . 

......... 

0'" 

23 

Figure 6 Global model of TPO. 

5 TEST CASE GENERATION 

Currently, there are two approaches to generate test sequences from EFSM. One is 
to generate test cases in respect to test purposes(Guerrouat and Konig 1996). A test 
case is derived from a test purpose which represents a control flow of the protocol. In 
this approach, only control flow is checked and data part of the protocol is used for 
generating executable test cases. Since test purposes are usually informal and may 
express different kinds of conformance requirements, it is impossible to automate 
this procedure. Therefore, formalization of the test purposes and automatic test case 
generation from the formally described test purposes are required. In (Guerrouat 
and Konig 1996), test cases are generated automatically for restricted classes of test 
purposes using a knowledge based techniques. 
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In the second approach, test sequences are generated automatically using algo
rithms. In order to test the control flow of the protocol, one can get FSM from the 
EFSM by exhaustive simulation with input parameter values. In most cases, how
ever, it is not feasible to generate FSM for all input values, so compromise between 
the size of the generated model and the accuracy of the automation is required. 
To test the data flow of the protocol, some test sequence generation algorithms 
based on data part testing criteria are applied to EFSM(Chanson and Zhu 1993)(Li 
et al. 1994)(Ramalingom et al. 1996)(Chin et al. 1997). In general, the size of the 
generated test sequences is very large when they are generated automatically even 
though the target protocol is simple. As the size of the protocol increases, the size of 
the generated test sequences increases more rapidly. Thus, it is impractical to gen
erate test sequences for complex protocol and the size of the target protocol should 
be reduced. 

Protocol model can be divided into sub-graphs based on some criteria. (Park et 
al. 1994) proposed a method to reduce the size of the problem by applying test 
purposes to the protocol. Since a test purpose represents a control flow, it can be a 
sub-graph of the protocol and test sequences are generated based on this sub-graph. 
In order to automate this procedure, protocol should be divided systematically and 
manual effort should be minimized. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a method that transforms communicating multi-module protocol 
into an equivalent single-module to generate test cases for both control and data 
part testing. The transformation process is divided into two steps. First, we simulate 
the behaviour of the protocol for all the possible inputs, and then the global model is 
generated. As a second step, transient and unstable states are eliminated to reduce 
the size of the global model. Since the proposed method adapts reachability analysis 
technique rather than textual replacement, we can minimize the semantic loss of the 
protocol during the transformation process. 

In order to apply the proposed method to the FDTs, a detailed study is needed 
for each FDT. Definition of the EFSM should be extended according to the FDT's 
properties and firable conditions should also be modified. Currently, we are extend
ing our study to obtaining an EFSM from the specification written in a FDT and 
generating feasible test cases from the global model. 
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